The mechanism of thermal conductivity in amorphous polymers, especially polymer fibers, is unclear in comparison with that in inorganic materials. Here, we report the observation of across over of heat conduction behavior from three dimensions (3D) to quasi-one dimension (1D) in Polyimide(PI) nanofibers at a given temperature. A theoretical model based on the random walk theory has been proposed to quantitatively describe the interplay between the inter-chain hopping and the intra-chain hopping in nanofibers. This model explains well the diameter dependence of thermal conductivity and also speculates the upper limit of thermal conductivity of amorphous polymers in the quasi-1D limit.
It was also found through Molecular Dynamic(MD) simulation that the chain conformation would strongly influence thermal conductivity 17, 18 . However, very few theories have been proposed to quantitatively study the structure-dependence of thermal conductivity in amorphous polymers because of their complex intrinsic structure. Alternatively, theories for amorphous inorganic materials such as heat transfer by diffusions 19, 20 , the minimum thermal conductivity model [21] [22] [23] and phonon-assisted hopping model [24] [25] [26] have been borrowed to qualitatively explain the thermal conductivity of amorphous polymers 4, 27, 28 . Compared to the unique type of hopping in inorganic amorphous materials, there are two types of hopping processes in bulk polymers, i.e. intra-chain and inter-chain hopping processes, which together with their interplay play an important role in the thermal conductance. Therefore, it is not yet totally clear the mechanism of the enhancement of thermal conductivity in polymer nanofibers and the upper limit of such enhancement when the polymer is stretched. Thanks to the development of experimental techniques, it is possible to characterize the thermal conductivity of ultra-thin polymer nanofibers. To test the microstructure dependence of thermal conductivity, it is straightforward to look into the diameter dependence of thermal conductivity in nanofibers through spinning or ultra-drawing 7, 8 , during which processes the entanglement of chains could be much reduced by adjusting controllable parameters such as the static-electrical field and draw ratio 29, 30 . In this paper, we systematically investigate the microstructure dependence of thermal conductivity in PI nanofibers for different diameters. The diameter of the obtained PI nanofibers ranges from 31nm to 167nm (see Table S1 )and the length of the obtained PI naonfibers are illustrated by Table S2 . Molecular chains in thin nanofibers tend to align along the fiber axis with less entanglement as Figure1a demonstrates, while chains in thicker nanofibers are randomly oriented and entangled with each other as is illustrated by Figure 1b .
Figure1c presents the schematic diagram of the electrospinning setup. Due to the static-electrical force introduced by high electrical voltage, the suspended PI nanofibers were formed across the two SiN x membranes. These two SiN x membranes were covered by platinum(i.e. the electrical ground).
This was the key step where molecular chains tend to align along the axis of the nanofiber. There might be several PI nanofibers passing through the gap of the middle of device after electrospinning.
In our experiments, only one nanofiber is left and others will be cut by a nanomanipulator with a tungsten needle(see Figure S1 ). Figure1d depicts the three-dimensional structural map of PI. It shows large conjugated aromatic bond in a PI structure which could help to enhance the thermal conductivity of PI nanofibers estimated based on uncertainties associated with the fiber diameter and temperature uncertainty (see Section S1; Table S1 and S3).
Thermal conductivity along the fiber axis was measured by traditional thermal bridge method [32] [33] [34] ( Figure 1e and 1f) . The whole device was placed in a cryostat with high vacuum on the order of1×10 -8 mbar to reduce the thermal convection. To increase the measurement sensitivity, the differential circuit configuration(see Section S2; Figure S2a ) was used and the measurement sensitivity of thermal conductance would decrease from ~1nW/K to 10pW/K (see Section S2; Figure   S2b ) 33, 35 . In our experiment, thermal conductance of PI nanofibers with different diameters is on the order of 1×10 -10 W/K (Figure 2a) . To eliminate the effect of thermal radiation, a blank suspended device was used to probe standard thermal radiation in a wide temperature range. The measured thermal radiation between the two suspended membranes in the blank device is around ~100 pW/K at room temperature. This result is a few times lower than that observed by Pettes et al. 36 , probably due to better vacuum level which would reduce air conduction and convention. In order to illustrate the effects of thermal contact resistance, two approaches were used to simulate the temperature distribution of the suspended membranes and calculate the thermal contact resistance at the Platinum/PI nanofiber interface. These two approaches verified that the thermal contact resistance held a negligible contribution of the total measured thermal resistance(see Section S3,S4; Figure S3 and S4; Table S4 ).
The measured thermal conductivity increases monotonously with temperature T, which is a typical feature of amorphous material as Figure 2b shows. The amorphous character of PI may arise from the defects and random bond angles within the chain, as well as the complex entanglement between chains. Furthermore, we find that the thermal conductivity varies with temperature as κ~T λ , where λ varies from 0.31±0.02 to 0.84±0.14 as the diameter changes. For the thick nanofiber with diameter d=167nm, the power law dependence T 0.31 agrees with the experimental measurement from Singh's group 4 . As the diameter decreases, the power index is approaching to 1, which coincides with the prediction of hopping mechanism 24-26 .
To look inside into the intrinsic dominant mechanism of thermal transport, the diameter dependence of thermal conductivity at room temperature is systematically investigated and the results are shown in Figure 3 . The thermal conductivity of PI nanofibers is close to that of bulk PI when diameters are larger than 150nm. It increases dramatically as the diameter decreases, and reaches an order of magnitude larger than that in bulk PI when diameters are smaller than 40nm. Similar result was also observed in electrospun Nylon-11 nanofibersmore ordered molecular chains in polymers, confirmed by high-resolution wide-angle X-ray scattering. To describe the diameter dependence of thermal conductivity quantitatively, we propose a theoretical model based on random walk theory to incorporate the diffusion of phonons through hopping mechanism. We are aware of that the lattice vibrations in disordered systems without periodicity do not have dispersion but the terminology of "phonon" is still usable to describe energy quanta.
Considering a complex network with a large number of entangled macromolecular chains, phonons transport across this complex network through hopping process. Note that there are two different type of hopping: intra-chain hopping that phonon hops between localization centers within a single chain, as shown in Figure 1a ; and inter-chain hopping that phonon hops from one chain to another chain, as shown in Figure 1b . According to the random walk theory, the thermal diffusivity along fiber axis is defined as
2 , where Z is the average effective coordination number along fiber axis, is the average hopping distance and tot is the temperature dependent total hopping rate. In our simplified model, we do not consider the difference of hopping rate between inter-and intra-chain hopping processes. Note that the inter-chain hopping process is usually happened at cross links of chains, in which case the hopping distance is negligible compared to that of intra-chain hopping process, it is reasonable to assume that is mainly determined by the intra-chain hopping distance intra . The diameter dependence of Z is described by an empirical function Z = system. We should stress that our empirical function is definitely not the unique one but it is one of the best ones (like always the case in inverse problem) that fits the experimental data optimally. The thermal conductivity is expressed by = where is thermal diffusivity, is mass density and is specific heat capacity 39 , thus thermal conductivity is inversely proportional to Z (Details are given in Section S6),
Note that f = 0 when ≤ 0 , the thermal conductivity converges to quasi −1D . It means that the thermal conductivity could not be infinitely increasing with the decreasing of fiber diameter.
There exists an upper limit for thermal conductivity of electrospun PI, corresponding to the 1D intra-chain diffusion, where the average effective coordination number along fiber axis is 2. In this limit, all polymer chains are well aligned and the inter-chain interactions are negligible. To verify the validity of our model, we fit the experimental results with equation (1) . The fitting parameters are listed in Table 1 . Our model fits well with the experimental data as the lines in Figure 3a show.
We also do a random walk simulation and obtain the dimensionless thermal diffusivity. A crossover of heat conduction from 3D to quasi-1D has been observed experimentally in amorphous polymer nanofibers obtained from electrospinning. This behavior has been quantitatively explained by a model based on random walk theory in which both inter-chain and intra-chain hopping processes are considered. Two important fitting parameters, i.e. d 0 and Λ, are obtained as the characterization length of the dimensional transition. Our theory successfully testifies that the hopping mechanism based on random walk picture is valid and it is useful to explain the diameter dependence of thermal conductivity in nanofibers. Nevertheless, there are still many open questions deserving requiring further investigations. First, the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity has not been well explained and it requires deeper and quantitative understanding of the inter-chain thermal transport mechanism. Second, the four parameters in the empirical function require validation from further simulations and experiments. For example, quasi −1D is closely related to the thermal conductivity of single chain, and it is possible to be obtained from molecular dynamics; Ξ, d 0 and Λ are determined by the configuration of polymer chains which requires research on polymer condensed matter physics and thermal measurements on much thinner polymer fibers.
Experimental Section Thermal conductivity measurement
The PI nanofibers fabricated by electrospinning method were served as bridge to connect two Platinum/SiN x membranes (Figure1e). These two membranes were regarded as thermometers. A DC current of a slow change step combined with an AC current (1000nA) was added to one of the membranes served as heater resistor (R h , the left Platinum coil shown in Figure 1c ). The DC current was applied to provide Joule heat and also to increase its temperature (T h ).The AC current was used to measure the resistance of R h . Meanwhile, an AC current of the same value was applied to another membrane served as sensor resistor (R s , the right Platinum coil shown in Figure 1c 
Electrospinning
To fabricate nanoscale PI fibers with controllable diameter and chain orientation, we utilized eletrospinning using a commercialized electrospinner. The solvent, mixture of PI and Dimethylformamide (DMF) solution, was prepared with concentration from 45% to 80%, followed by all night stirring to guarantee PI molecules and DMF solvent mixed completely. The diameter of PI nanofiber should increase with the increasing of PI molecules weight ratio.
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The error bars are determined by:
Temperature uncertainty (~5%)
We used the same experimental setup as P.Kim and L. Shi 1 , in which the thermal conductivity of single nanotube wasmeasured for the first time. This measurement setup has been tested to be one of the most successful techniques in measuring thermal transport properties of single nanotube, nanowire and nanofiber. In our experiments, the temperature uncertainty is between 1.8% to 2.7% in all samples(see Table S3 ). Considering the effects of system noise and temperature fluctuation of the base temperature in cryostat, we simply assume 5% temperature uncertainty in our experiments.
Error bars of thermal conductivity
The thermal conductivity uncertainty of PI nanofibers is composed of the temperature uncertainty and the diameter uncertainty of PI nanofibers. Here, the diameter uncertainty is measured by SEM(see Table S1 ). The uncertainty in the thermal conductivity of each PI nanofiber is estimated using formula as follow:
Where δκ is the uncertainty in the thermal conductivity, G is the thermal conductance of PI nanofibers, δG is the uncertainty in the thermal conductance which is induced by temperature uncertainty in our experiment. d is the diameter of PI nanofibers, δd is the uncertainty in the diameter of PI nanofibers when measured by SEM. Therefore, the uncertainty in thermal conductivity is from 9% to 23% in all samples. The high uncertainty in thermal conductivity up to 23% is due to the increased difficulty in measuring the diameters under SEM when the diameter of the nanofiber is less than 40nm. It should be emphasized that the uncertainty in all sample are within expectations.
Section S2.The differential circuit configuration
Our experiments adopt a differential circuit configuration( Figure S2a ) to offset the nominal resistance of the sensor membrane which could help to achieve a higher resolution. The measurement results of the differential circuit configuration in our experiments are shown in Figure S2b . Black dashed line represents the results of standard thermal bridge method whose resolution fluctuation approach to 100mK(this result is directly relevant to the temperature drift, the stability of power supply as well as the grounding of system.); Red dot line represents the data of the differential circuit configuration and its accuracy is about 5mK. Simultaneously we found the temperature drift of cryostat is about 70mK in 10 minutes. It has been clarified that the temperature drift of the system could affect the experimental error, especially for the high resolution measurement. To this end, we place a variable resistor (R f ) in series with the sensor in the cryostat. In this case, the temperature drift could affect both the sensor membrane and the variable resistor (R f ). When the sensor resistance is consistent with resistor resistance(R f ), the effect of temperature drift could be negligible, as shown in the Figure S2b , the blue solid line represents the measurement resolution approach to 2mK.
Because of this high measurement resolution, the measured sensitivity of thermal conductance decreases to 10pW/K.
Section S3. Finite Element Simulations (COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2)
The Figure S3 shows temperature distribution in the suspended structure (R h , R s and the PI nanofiber). Figure S3a exhibits the schematic of the structure. The temperature rise on the heater membrane is 9.797K. Here, the temperature distribution changes within 0.2% both on R h and R s membranes (shown in the Figure S3b) , thus we could take the temperature distribution as a constant and need no more correction on the measured temperature rise (ΔT h ,ΔT s ) in our experiments. Figure   S3c and S3d illustrate the temperature distribution on the suspended PI nanofiber.
In order to illuminate the effects of thermal contact resistance in our experiments, the Finite Element Simulation was carried out to calculate thermal resistance of the suspended PI nanofiber. The simulation results were exhibited in Figure S4 . The thermal conductivity of platinum could be obtained from the Weidemann-Franz law and its thermal conductivity is calculated to be 23. Q is the Joule heat applied to the heater, ΔT h and ΔT s are average temperature rise on the two membranes which was obtained from simulation.
Here we can see, the R m contains both sample resistance and total thermal contact resistance, and R s could be calculated from κ s . When R s close to zero, the y-axis intercept could represent the total thermal contact resistance. In Figure S4 ,R m shows a linear dependence on R s . The total thermal contact resistance approach to 1.31×10 7 K/W at 300K and increase to 1.28×10 8 K/W at 50K.Based on our model, the thermal contact resistance contribute<1%to the total measured thermal resistance of sample in a wide temperature range.
Section S4. Thermal contact resistance
To be consistent and eliminate the sample-to-sample variation in contact resistance, the data were collected from the same batch of Polyimide solution and also from the same SiN x wafers, each of them integrated with 6×7 devices array with different gaps.
The thermal contact resistance R c between the PI nanofibers and the two membranes (R h and R s ) can be calculated using a fin thermal resistance model 2,3 :
where R c is thermal contact resistance, the number 2 in R c /2 indicate two contacts on the two sides of PI nanofibers, κ is thermal conductivity of PI nanofibers, A is the contact area between sample and electrode, w is the sample width, l c is the contact length, and R interface is the thermal interfacial resistance.
Here, we assume that room temperature thermal interfacial resistance of PI/platinum/SiN x interface in our devices is within the range from 6.4×10 -8 m 2 KW -1 to 9.7×10 -8 m 2 KW -1 in metal-organic interface 4 .From this, the thermal contact resistance(R c ) in our samples is calculated to be~1.9×10 7 KW -1 to 1.7×10resistance(R tot ) in samples at room temperature. The contribution of the thermal contact resistance to the total thermal resistance of each sample been shown in Table S4 .
Section S5.Random walk simulation
A random walk simulation has also been done to check the validity of our model. Instead of building a complex structure of entangled chains, we manipulate it to the inter-chain coordination number Z inter ( ) = Ξ f( ) and confinement effect in radius direction. The confinement in radius direction is characterized by the reduced diameter = / 0 and it is realized by an elastic collision boundary condition. Every step we generate a random number to determine the next position, and after N steps, we calculate the squared displacementx 2 along the fiber axisfrom the start point. Another 10000 times of the previous procedure are done to obtain the average x 2 , and thermal diffusivity is calculated by α = X 2
2N
. The diameter confinement effect could be explained by Figure S5 and Table   S5 . The chain segment could hardly oriented perpendicular to the fiber axis because of the confinement of boundary when → 1, so the random walk is always along the fiber axis, which leads to a larger thermal diffusivity along the fiber axis. With the increasing of , the confinement becomes weaker and segments oriented isotropically in the fiber, which leads to a smaller thermal diffusivity along fiber axis.
Section S6.Diameter dependence of average coordination number
Let's consider a phonon at a certain position (r i ) of a chain noted as A, the local coordination number is defined as Z r i = Z inter r i + Z intra (r i ) , which is the sum of the inter-chain component Supposing that the only difference between nanofibers with different diameters lies in the average coordination number Z , the thermal conductivity of nanofibers with arbitrary diameter could be determined from
, which leads to equation (1) in the main text.
Considering the fact that the interactions between chains are Van der Waals forces or other weak interactions, which are weaker than intra-chain covalent bonds, it is oversimplified to treat equally the intra-chain diffusion and inter-chain diffusion. For those who want to treat accurately the difference between intra-chain diffusion and inter-chain diffusion, a more detailed derivation of Z is given following
Since we are now discussing uncorrelated random walk that each individual walk is independent of all prior walks, the equation describing a random walk without correlation is given by
where is the total displacement and i is individual displacement of each step. fiber is the total displacement along the fiber axis, and fiber ,i is the displacement along fiber axis of each individual step.
In a given configuration of polymer chains, the heat carriers could either jump to an intra-chain site (jump length intra with component fiber ,intra along the fiber axis) or jump to another chain (jump length inter with component fiber ,inter along the fiber axis).Therefore, the above two equations reduce to 2 = n intra intra 2 + n inter inter 2 fiber 2 = n intra fiber ,intra 2 + n inter fiber ,inter 2 here n intra and n inter denote the average number of jumps of one heat carrier inside the chain or between chains, respectively. The total jumping rate is given by Γ total = n intra + n inter T where T is the total time. The thermal diffusivity along fiber axis is defined as α = shows. When the reduced diameter ≤ 1, chain segments could only align along the fiber axis which leads to a coordination number of Z intra = 2. With the increasing of reduced diameter, the boundary confinement is weaker and the average effective coordination number will approach to the situation of free jointed chain thatZ intra eff = 6. The average effective coordination number along fiber axisZ intra eff corresponding to different reduced diameter is listed in Table S5 . 
